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Portion of the Reading Good scheme. Luke Jackson is normally 13 yrs . old and has Asperger
Syndrome.Champion of the NASEN & TES Special Educational Requirements Children's Book
Award 2003Have you ever been called a freak or a geek? However, his major reason for writing
was because " 35 books chosen by young people and health professionals to supply 13 to 18
year olds with high-quality support, information and information about common mental health
issues and related conditions. Over the years Luke provides discovered to laugh at such titles
but there are other areas of life which tend to be more challenging. Adolescence and the
teenage years certainly are a minefield of feelings, transitions and decisions so when a child has
Asperger Syndrome, the result is often explosive.Luke has three sisters and something brother
in various phases of their adolescent and teenage years but he is acutely aware of just how
different he is and how little information is available for adolescents want himself..Luke writes
briefly about his younger autistic and AD/HD brothers, providing amusing insights into the
antics of his younger years and suggestions for parents, carers and teachers of younger While
children. Have you ever felt like one?so many books are written about us, but non-e are written
directly to adolescents with Asperger Syndrome. I thought I'd write one in the hope that we
could all learn collectively"Drawing from his own encounters and gaining info from his teen
brother and sisters, this individual wrote this enlightening, honest and witty book in an attempt
to address difficult topics such as for example bullying, friendships, when and how exactly to tell
others about Since, school complications, dating and interactions, and morality.
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I found my AS analysis relatively late in existence .. He is extremely candid, and the reserve is
well written. I found my AS medical diagnosis relatively late in existence (later 30's) and I've
struggled to put things into perspective. I am at peace with my medical diagnosis at this time
but I still discovered reading this book informative. I really appreciate being able to amalgamate
other people's perspectives into my own.. My in the spectrum child found this a good read. Luke
includes a very accessible method of composing, he draws the reader into his tales/anecdotes
and provides lots of useful info, and an excellent perspective, coupled with an excellent love of
life. Also, it's a fairly quick examine with some very nice advice that needs to be taken
seriously.If you're looking to know very well what is it prefer to be on the spectrum, whether you
have a kid, a friend, or are simply curious, this reserve will be a fantastic starting stage. This is
exactly the book I needed for my 13 season old Aspie who is dealing with bullying in junior high.
He enjoyed it quite definitely, and I think it helped him experience less anxious about obtaining
through middle school. Among my favorites I've read quite a number of content articles/books
by people on the spectrum, so when I think of 1 to recommend to people: it really is generally
this one. Most are deduced through context but may trip up your son or daughter. Great book
and incredibly pertinent! This is an instant, worthwhile read. My about the spectrum child found
this a nice read. Stated that it certainly had points linked to their viewpoint. Thanks a lot for the
insights! This book is quite well written by way of a 13 year old boy. I acquired this read to help
me understand where he might be headed and what I would do to help him through
adolescence or lifestyle in general. The writer, a 13-year-old kid with Aspergers Syndrome(AS)
gave me just what I was looking for: A book crammed-full of personal experience for me
personally AND my son to draw on today and in the future. It really is useful, hopeful, and
humbling. When you have and autism spectrum disorder or if you know anyone who has, read
this book. Very helpful. Interesting perspective I must say i liked this reserve. It is written by a kid
who actually has Asperger's syndrome.. It's like he's having a conversation with you. He explains
how it feels to possess asperger's, the feelings, the confusion, and all of the highs and lows. All
in all an excellent book. It shed plenty of light on what it feels to possess this, and how
interesting these people really are! compiled by a 13 yr older boy in very simplistic style. I read
this book with respect to my WONDERFUL 4-year-old son who's currently diagnosed PDD(NOS)
until they can think of a better label. His sense of humor and his descriptions of what it is like to
see the world from a different viewpoint is quite informative. Most of us NTs (I learned that this
is the explanation used by those people who are not really on the autism spectum) have an idea
that folks with this syndrome cannot relate to the world and the people in it. Great resource I
really like this book it really is a great starter to begin with to understand Aspergers and how it
effects people with it. Luke offers some very useful advice - kid to kid. While it may be difficult
for them, this boy proves in any other case and was such an encouragement and helped me
understand a little more what my niece might be going right through as she lives in this world. It
is also simple enough that I acquired my kids with the analysis read it to greatly help them
understand the medical diagnosis and give them a reference to help me understand their
particular symptoms. Examples: "A amounts", "games teacher." In retrospect I desire I
highlighted them and/or defined them in the margins as I examine, because they began easy
and then got more inside. Heck, read it anyway! Helping us understand the 11 year old. We have
been reading it jointly and it's awesome. Five Stars son loved this Everything you need to learn
in this book! Truly insightful and helpful information for any parent of an ASD kid. what i liked
about any of it was his clear picture of how he ... Great Book My four year aged niece was just
diagnosed with Asperger's so We have already been reading anything I can get my hands on to



understand her. what i loved about it was his clear picture of how he has felt coping with
aspergers, and how he reacts and handles situations he encounters Four Stars The right
information.. I had my sister go through this also since her oldest son has Asperger's. Mom-
Endored and Tween-Approved I bought this publication for my 11yo son with AS, to show him
that he's not really the only person who struggles and that he is able to learn from others who
have already gained wisdom on living with AS. The reserve is a very easy read - I knocked it out
in just a few days - so parents can read it first and then hand it to their Aspie. I don't believe you
need to browse it cover to cover either - there are chapters on bullying, diet plan, dating, sensory
stuff, etc. therefore i suggest reading the first 2 chapters and then explore. This publication is
definately suggested for anyone who want to understand what lifestyle is like for anyone with
this syndrome. I think the bullying chapter only is worth the cost of the reserve, given how
traumatizing it is to a kid. I was pleased to observe at least some of our courses of action
prearranged to what Luke suggests. My only world of caution - it's a small one - is usually that
the publication is written by a young English author therefore there are numerous terms which
are regional in nature that at least an American reader would puzzle over. Stated that it really
had points related . I've also, since reading it myself, bough a reserve each year for my children
teacher to read; knowing it is simple enough reading they can find enough time if wanted to
help them use my kids and additional students in the future.
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